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The mist in front of him , Seems to be breaking up?

Andrewcan clearly feel that these fogs are constantly disappearing, and
he can see more and more things.

But his face is constantly changing.

The dense fog dissipated, revealing the true colors of the surrounding
environment.

“How could this be?”

Everything Andrewsaw was ruined!

It seems to have gone through the cleansing of war, everything has been
destroyed, and there is no building that looks complete.



Just now, Andrewcouldn’t see the richness. At this moment, the dense
fog dissipated, and he could see the scene in front of him, revealing a
sense of desolation.

Those tall stone pillars, those thick walls, and finely crafted stone
sculptures are all high-speed Jiang Ning, how brilliant, how magnificent
and majestic it was once here!

“All ruined.”

Andrewsighed.

He is sure that if the things here are not destroyed, they will not be
worse than any ancient building.

Even those world-class ruins may not be comparable to here.

It’s a pity that now there are only ruins left here. < /br>”I don’t know
what’s going on, my mood is affected.”

Andrewsecretly said in his heart.

He faintly felt that his mood was a little depressed. With his strong heart,
he would not be affected by the surrounding environment at all, but at
this moment, he could feel a faint sadness and sadness overflowing in
his heart.

Too weird.



Andrewwalked cautiously, observing the changes in the surrounding
environment, he could vaguely figure out that before it was destroyed, it
was a huge street.

The palaces on both sides look magnificent enough.

The stone bricks on the floor are each two meters wide and five meters
long. The width of the street is even more amazing. How big is this
person to walk this way.

Jiang Ning’s mind is full of doubts, it is hard to imagine, who can do such
a place that has been devastated?

“This isn’t really a heavenly palace?”

He couldn’t help but said.

Looking at these buildings, ordinary people can’t build them. Even
modern technology can’t do it at all.

Especially in this environment, it is like the legendary heavenly palace, is
it possible that the heavenly palace really exists?

Andrewdidn’t dare to think about it. The longevity pool is already
amazing enough. If the heavenly palace also exists, it means that more
things hidden in this world are being discovered step by step by the
world.

But even the longevity pond exists, why can’t the heavenly palace exist?



In Jiang Ning’s mind, this idea flashed past.

He continued to walk forward, on the ground, scattered stone pillars, and
glazed bricks, the depressed environment, revealing a kind of sadness,
and a trace of unwillingness.

It seems that the destruction of this place is regrettable and sad.

Andrewis very careful, not daring to be careless, everything here is
weird, he must remain vigilant.

Besides, the greedy wolf is gone. I don’t know where it went. The two
people are walking in different directions, and they don’t know what they
will encounter.

“What is that?”

Suddenly, Andrewraised his head and saw the end from a distance. It
seemed that there were steps, getting higher and higher, and rushed
directly into the clouds!

And wherever his gaze was, above the clouds, he was completely
covered up, and he couldn’t see anything.

“What a high step.”

Andrewcouldn’t help but said.



He even had to look up and look up, still unable to see what was at the
end of the steps.

He walked over and walked for a long time before he went to the bottom
of the steps. A closer look was even more shocking!

“Are all the giants living here?”

The steps are huge!

Too big!

Each piece is a full half a meter high and eight meters long, which is
wider than a normal road. It will be difficult for a person to reach three or
five meters long.

Andrewlooked up, but still only part of it could be seen, the others were
blocked by fog and clouds.

“How high is this step?”

It can even enter the cloud!
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Andrewtook a deep breath, dare not to imagine, such a huge step, so
high, what is on this step?



He hesitated for a moment, and still took a step, stepped up the first
step, and his face changed a lot in an instant!

“Not good!”

Andrewimmediately wanted to come down, only to find that he could not
get down anymore. When he thought of this in his heart, his feet seemed
to be nailed to the stone steps, completely unable to move!

He can only go up?

“What a terrible step,”

Andrewfelt that his feet were obviously heavier, “The gravity here is
different?”

He suddenly found that he was standing on this step. , The burden on
his body has slightly changed, and his foot feels obviously heavier,
precisely because the gravity on this step is different.

He tried to climb another step, sure enough!

Gravity is even stronger!

The feeling of the feet is obviously heavier.

“Where is this place?” Andrewcouldn’t help but said, “So weird, gravity
can change?”



He has never seen such a magical and weird place, if there is no step. ,
Become heavier, how terrible will the top step be?

In his mind, a terrible thought suddenly flashed, and there was an urge
to go to the top and take a look.

Every step is a new environment, like a layer of heaven.

“I don’t seem to be able to go down either.”

Andrewhas no other choice.

He has no retreat, because he can’t retreat, so he can only move
forward.

He went up the fifth step in one breath, looked up at the top which is still
far away, his heart beating faster, the gravity here is still twice as strong
as the first layer, that is to say, his legs bear weight. , The pressure is
twice as much as before!

It’s like, I have another person on my back, who is the same weight as
my own.

“It’s so terrible that the gravity field can be changed. How can this be
done?”

He knows that current technology can do this, but like this, Di Er Ling Yi
Ai Diwu Er? Looks like ordinary stone steps, but they clearly construct



different gravitational fields. This cannot be done by humans, nor can
technology.

Andrewtried to use the pattern to decompose, but it was still the same,
completely unable to see through.

Now it’s impossible to go down, and it’s still unknown to go up. If the
gravitational field keeps getting stronger, how many more steps will your
body take?

These are all things Andrewneeds to consider.

He stood there, stayed there for a while, and decided to continue going
up, he also wanted to try, how strong the gravity field here can be, and
he can walk the first few steps.

And what is the top of this step!

Could it be that the longevity pond is here?

When this idea appeared in his mind, Andrewcouldn’t help being a little
excited, and he felt more and more that his guess was correct!

At the same time.

Greedy Wolf also lost his way.



After the thick fog gradually dissipated, he found that Andrewwas gone,
and he couldn’t even feel Jiang Ning’s breath. Seeing the ruined walls
around him, he was certain that a fierce war had happened here.

All the people here are dead, none of them are left!

Extremely tragic!

“What the hell is this place? Where is the longevity pool?”

Greedy wolf looked around again, cautious and careful, not dare to be
careless.

He doesn’t care about anything now, he just wants to find the longevity
pond as soon as possible, get immortality, and leave this ghost place!

“Huh?”

Suddenly, Greedy Wolf’s expression changed, and a cloud of black air
floated up and down not far away, seeming to be deliberately attracting
Greedy Wolf to pass.

He stopped immediately, where he dared to approach easily.

In such a weird place, if you are not careful, you may lose your life!

“What the hell is that!”



Greedy Wolf couldn’t help but said.

Before he turned away, a faint voice came.

“I’ve been waiting for you… a long time.”


